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DIVERSE SUITE OF CURRENT ANTINEUTRINO EXPERIMENTS 2

!13 
Daya Bay, Double Chooz, 

RENO 
Multiple large-volume 

detectors 
significant overburden 

LEU Power Reactors

REACTOR 
MONITORING 

miniChandler, ISMRAN, Panda 
varied overburden 
~25m baselines 

LEU Power Reactors

vSBL 
DANSS, PROSPECT, STEREO, 

SoLiD 
Compact, segmented 

detectors 
surface-deployment  

HEU Research Reactors

Only a selection of experiments…
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▸ LEU: time evolution extracts yield 
from 235U and 239Pu 

▸ HEU: measure 235U directly,  but 
lower power and higher 
backgrounds 

▸ 2021 Status: evidence points to a 
deficit in 235U, good agreement 
between 239Pu data and prediction 

▸ Recent beta-decay measurements 
from Kopeikin et al. consistent 
with a problem in 235U not 239Pu

ISOTOPIC ANTINEUTRINO YIELD IN 2021 3

10
Note: there are many other short baseline LEU and HEU experiments that we do not have time to cover here 

235U Yield
• So far LEU and HEU experiments give us a consistent story for the 235U yield:

(from M. Licciardi’s talk at Moriond 2021)

With ~2.5% precision, STEREO has the most precise pure 235U yield measurement

235U Yield Data/Prediction

PRL 125, 201801 (2020)

Isotopic Yields

MEASUREMENT OF THE RATIO OF CUMULATIVE SPECTRA OF BETA PARTICLES 7
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Fig. 3. Ratio of the cumulative spectra of beta particles from 235U and 239Pu fission products according to measurements at
Institute Laue–Langevin (ILL) and Kurchatov Institute (KI): (a) ILL 235U/239Pu ratio of beta-particle spectra, (ρ5

β/ρ9
β)ILL [5,

6, 18] (closed circles connected by the dashed curve), and KI 235U/239Pu ratio of beta-particle spectra, (ρ5
β/ρ9

β)KI, according
to our present measurements (open circles connected by the solid curve); (b) comparison of the spectra from the present
experiment, (ρ5

β/ρ9
β)KI and the experiment at ILL, (ρ5

β/ρ9
β)ILL.

a high precision [22–24] (see also [37]). It turned
out that the measured cross section σ5

f was 8.5%
smaller than its counterpart expected on the basis of
the prediction of the Huber–Mueller model. At the
same time, the measured and expected values of the
cross section σ9

f agree [24].

From the data obtained in the present measure-
ments, the results of the measurements of σ5

f and
σ9

f in [22–24], and the relation between the ratios
σ5

f/σ9
f and ρ5

β/ρ9
β , it follows that the raise of the curve

representing (ρ5
β/ρ9

β)ILL above the curve representing
(ρ5

β/ρ9
β)KI (see Fig. 3) is due to erroneously overes-

timating the ILL curve for the spectrum (ρ5
β)ILL of

beta particles from 235U by about 5%. The real spec-
trum ρ5

β can be obtained from the spectrum (ρ5
β)ILL

upon the multiplication of the latter by the correcting
spectral factor, which is shown in Fig. 3b. The real
conversion spectrum ρ5

ν can be obtained in the same
way from the Huber–Mueller spectrum (ρ5

ν)H–M with
the aid of the correcting spectral factor (see Fig. 3b)
expressed in terms of the total electron energy. One
can similarly introduce corrections in the conversion
antineutrino spectra based on the ILL–Vogel and
Mueller models.

It is noteworthy that the statistical errors in the
distribution of (ρ5

β/ρ9
β)KI in the region of energies

above 6 MeV (see Fig. 3) are still large, so that it is
necessary to continue measurements.

PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 84 No. 1 2021

Kopeikin 
2021
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▸ LEU: time evolution extracts 235U and 239Pu, complications from 238U/241Pu 

▸ HEU: measure 235U directly, high backgrounds and complicated detector 
response 

▸ New results remove detector response via unfolding (Prompt => Antineutrino) 

▸ 2021 Status: evidence points to disagreements in spectral shape in both 235U 
and 239Pu when compared to either beta-conversion or summation

ISOTOPIC ANTINEUTRINO SPECTRUM SHAPE IN 2021 4
J. Phys. G: Nucl. Part. Phys. 48 (2021) 075107 H Almazán et al

Figure 14. (Top) Unfolded 235U IBD spectrum along with area-normalized
Huber–Mueller (HM) and mummation model (SM) predictions. Data error bars
are taken from diagonal coef!cients of the total covariance matrix and include statistical
and systematic uncertainties. The non-trivial correlation matrix is displayed. Model
errors from [14], without the normalization component, are shown as the blue error
band for reference only. (Middle) Ratios to HM prediction. (Bottom) Local p-value
quantifying the signi!cance of deviations from HM for each individual 250 keV bin
and for a 1.5 MeV sliding window (6 consecutive bins).

the prediction M j = ΦU5
M, j and the covariance VΦ̂ in antineutrino energy. It gives an agree-

ment of χ2/ndf = 26.7/18 against the HM prediction and χ2/ndf = 20.6/18 against the SM
prediction. Here reactor-related corrections have been applied and model predictions are area-
normalized to the unfolded data spectrum. Again, theoretical uncertainties are not included.
Local signi!cances are computed as in prompt energy, for a single bin and a 1.5 MeV sliding
window. Due to non-negligible bin-to-bin correlations from the !tting framework the signi!-
cance of a single bin’s deviation rarely crosses the 1σ level. As for prompt energy, local p-value
of the 1.5 MeV sliding window however shows two regions of more signi!cant (> 2σ) devi-
ations to the HM model: around 5.5 MeV and centered at 7 MeV. The high energy de!cit,
driven mostly by the last prompt energy bin on !gure 13, spreads on several consecutive Eν

bins. This is related to correlations introduced in the spectrum by the response matrix (and the

26
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C. Results

The comparison of the Huber model to the measured
spectrum is shown in Fig. 51. The normalization of the
model is determined by a minimization of the χ2 in the
[0.8, 7.2] MeV region. A χ2=d:o:f: of 30.79=31 is observed,
corresponding to a one-sided p value of 0.48. To further
quantify if any specific region of the spectrum is contrib-
uting significantly to this total χ2, additional nuisance
parameters are added in 200 keV- and 1 MeV-wide
windows and a new χ2min determined for each. This Δχ2
can be interpreted as the local contribution to the total χ2.
The corresponding single-sided p values are determined
from the Δχ2 and plotted in Fig. 51. Small excursions are
observed in the 2.5 and 5 MeV regions using this method.
However, no region shows more than 2σ deviation within
the 1 MeV model prediction windows used.
Precision measurements at nuclear power reactors have

observed discrepancies between predicted and detected ν̄e

energy spectra. Most notably, a wide excess of events
between 4–6 MeV Erec has generated much interest in the
community. As these LEU reactors burn a time-evolving
mixture of fuel, it is difficult to disentangle the isotopic
origin of this distortion. To test whether PROSPECT
observes such a feature, a Gaussian with mean 5.678 MeV
and sigma 0.562 MeV is added to the HFIR model in true
neutrino energy prior to applying the detector response.
This mean and sigma of the Gaussian are obtained from
fitting the unfolded Daya Bay spectrum [20]. The ampli-
tude (A) of this addition, in units where a Daya Bay-sized
distortion is equal to 1, is varied yielding the single
parameter χ2 curve shown in Fig. 52. A best-fit distortion
of 0.84! 0.39 is observed. Figure 51 shows a comparison
of the data to both the best-fit distortion and the unmodified
HFIR predicted spectrum.
The data are consistent with a distortion of equal size to

that observed by the θ13 experiments (A ¼ 1). However, the
data disfavor a null hypothesis of no distortion in the 235U
spectrum (A ¼ 0) at 2.17σ, as well as a 235U spectral
distortion of the size (A ¼ 1.78) required to be the sole
source of the θ13 measurements at 2.44σ.

FIG. 51. Top: Comparison of the 235U model to the measured
PROSPECT Erec spectrum. Middle: Ratio of the measurement to
the HFIR prediction based on the Huber model. Bottom: The
local p value from 1 MeV- and 200 keV-wide sliding windows,
quantifying any local deviations from the model prediction. Error
bars on data points represent statistical uncertainties, while error
bands on the model represent systematic uncertainty contribu-
tions as represented in Fig. 50.

FIG. 50. Uncertainties for the PROSPECT 235U ν̄e spectrum
measurement, represented by the square root of the uncertainty
covariance matrix diagonal elements. Top: Comparison of the
three categories of uncertainties: statistics, detector, and model.
Bottom: Comparison of the individual contributions to the
detector uncertainty.
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discrepancy as the 235U spectrum in 4–6 MeV, we obtain a
change in the χ2 value, Δχ2=ndf ¼ 4.0=8, corresponding
to a 0.2σ inconsistency. Thus, the Daya Bay data indicate
an incorrect prediction of the 235U spectrum, but such a
conclusion cannot be drawn for the other primary fission
isotopes. Combining the results of IBD yield and spectral
shape, we deduce that the 8% deficit of 235U IBD yield is
dominated by the deficit in the energy range below
4 MeV with a significance of 4σ with respect to the
Huber-Mueller model prediction without normalization.
The fractional size of the diagonal elements of the

covariance matrix is shown in the bottom panel of
Fig. 3, which is 4% for 235U and 9% for 239Pu around
3 MeV. The statistical uncertainty contributes to about 55%
(60%) of the total uncertainty of 235U (239Pu). The uncer-
tainties from the input 238U and 241Pu spectra and rates
contribute about 35% for both 235U and 239Pu. The other
uncertainties contribute to about 10% (5%) for 235U (239Pu).
The spectral uncertainties of 235U and 239Pu are anticorre-
lated with correlation coefficients between −0.8 and −0.3.
The 235U and 239Pu spectra as well as their associated
covariance matrix are provided in the Supplemental
Material [47]. An independent analysis based on

Bayesian inference using Markov Chain Monte Carlo
calculations with different data grouping obtains consistent
results.
The extracted spectra of 235U and 239Pu have a certain

dependence on the inputs of the 238U and 241Pu spectra. The
fission fraction of 241Pu is approximately proportional to
239Pu as shown in Fig. 1; thus, they can be treated as one
component in the contribution to the prompt energy
spectrum. A combination of 239Pu and 241Pu spectra (s239
and s241), as an invariant spectrum independent of the
fission fractions, is defined as scombo¼ s239þ0.183×s241.
The coefficient of 0.183 is the average fission fraction ratio
of 241Pu to 239Pu in 1958 days, shown as a line in Fig. 1. The
residual contribution of 241Pu spectrum is corrected using
the Huber-Mueller model for some data groups when the
fission fraction ratios of 241Pu to 239Pu deviate from 0.183.
With this combination of 239Pu and 241Pu, the dependence
on the input 241Pu spectrum is largely removed. The top
panel of Fig. 3 shows the extracted 235U spectrum and
scombo compared with the normalized Huber-Mueller model
predictions. The bottom panel shows the uncertainties of
extracted spectra. The uncertainty of scombo is 6% around
3 MeV, improved from 9% in the case of no combination.
The extracted scombo can be used to predict the ν̄e spectrum
in experiments with a similar fission fraction ratio of 241Pu
to 239Pu.
The time-averaged IBD yield is measured to be

ð5.94$ 0.09Þ × 10−43 cm2=fission, where the statistical
uncertainty is 0.05% and the systematic uncertainty is
1.5% taken from Table I in Ref. [40]. The corresponding
average fission fractions for the four major isotopes 235U,
239Pu, 238U, and 241Pu are 0.564, 0.304, 0.076, 0.056,
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FIG. 2. (Top) Comparison of the extracted 235U and 239Pu
spectra and the corresponding Huber-Mueller model predictions
with the normalization factors 0.92 and 0.99, respectively. The
error bars in the data points are the square root of the diagonal
terms of the covariance matrix of the extracted spectra. The error
bands are the uncertainties from the Huber-Mueller model.
(Middle) Ratio of the extracted spectra to the predicted spectra.
The 239Pu data points are displaced for visual clarity of error bars.
(Bottom) Local significance of the shape deviations for the
extracted 235U and 239Pu spectra compared to the model pre-
dictions.
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FIG. 3. (Top) Comparison of the extracted 235U spectrum and
scombo as a combination of 239Pu and 241Pu with the corresponding
Huber-Mueller predicted spectra with the normalization factors
0.92 and 0.99. (Bottom) The fractional size of the diagonal
elements of the covariance matrix for extracted spectra with and
without the combination of 239Pu and 241Pu.
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Daya Bay 2019 
235U and 239Pu

PROSPECT 2021 
235U from HEU

STEREO 2021 
235U from HEU
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▸ Experimental uncertainties are complicated and 
often only fully understood by the collaboration 

▸ Detector: 
▸ escaping energy, nonlinearity, calibration, 

resolution, thresholds, … 
▸ Experimental: 
▸ exposure, reactor power/fuel, distance, … 

▸ Analysis: 
▸ statistics, modeling, assumptions, … 

▸ More than can fit in a letter-length publication 

▸ Final results should be as free from these 
experiment-specific things as possible 

▸ Shift from reporting experiment-specific to 
universal quantities:  
▸ Prompt Energy => Antineutrino Energy 
▸ Detected Rate => Isotopic Neutrino Yield

EXPERIMENTAL UNCERTAINTIES AND “UNIVERSAL” RESULTS 5

Chinese Physics C Vol. 41, No. 1 (2017) 013002

Fig. 21. (color online) The detector response ma-
trix used to map antineutrino energy to the recon-
structed energy. The IBD energy shift, IAV effect,
non-linearity, and energy resolution are included.

Two methods were used to evaluate the energy re-
sponse matrix. The first method estimates the IAV
effect, non-linearity, and energy resolution step-by-step
using analytical methods as described above. The sec-
ond method constructs the response matrix using a full-
detector simulation based on Geant4 [56]. The detector
geometry and material properties used in simulation are
precisely determined by the various surveys and stan-
dalone measurements. As an example, the thickness of
the inner acrylic is measured with a precision of 0.4 mm,
which allows for a small uncertainty of the IAV effect.
The Birks’ constant of ionization quenching is tuned by
benchmark data using a small sample of Daya Bay GdLS,
and by comparing non-linearity from calibration sources
in the ADs between data and MC. The energy calibration
and reconstruction process of MC data follows the same
procedure as applied to the measured data. Figure 21
shows the detector response matrix which is constructed
using the map of reconstructed energy and the input an-
tineutrino energy in MC.

Both methods produced consistent response matrices
for the prompt energy above 1.25 MeV. The uncertainty
below 1.25 MeV was inflated to cover the difference of
10% between the two methods.

6.2 Spectral comparison

To quantify the discrepancy between the measured
and predicted spectra, the uncertainties in both spec-
tra were estimated. Besides the statistical uncertainty,
the systematic uncertainties include reactor-related un-
certainty, detector-related uncertainty and background-
related uncertainty. The reactor related uncertainty pre-
sented in Sec. 2 is propagated to the prompt energy spec-
trum when converting the antineutrino energy spectrum
to the prompt energy spectrum. The uncertainty of the
detection efficiency is assumed to be independent of en-

ergy, and therefore does not impact the spectral shape.
The uncertainty of the IAV effect on the prompt energy
spectrum is 4% below 1.25 MeV and rapidly drops to
0.1% above 1.25 MeV. The uncertainty of non-linearity
shown as the error band in Fig. 19 is propagated to the
prompt energy spectrum when applying the non-linearity
effect to generate the predicted spectrum. Five major
sources of background are identified in the Daya Bay de-
tectors. They are the accidental background, cosmogenic
9Li and 8He beta-decays, fast neutrons, Am-C neutron
sources, and 13C(α, n)16O reactions. The background
uncertainty is incorporated when subtracting the back-
ground from the measured spectrum.

To incorporate statistical, reactor-related, detector-
related and background-related uncertainties, a covari-
ance matrix V was constructed as

V = V stat +V sys, (26)

where V stat is the statistical component, and V sys is the
shape-only systematic component. The statistical com-
ponent has only diagonal terms and is calculated analyt-
ically. Large samples of prompt spectra were generated
to include the fluctuation due to various systematic un-
certainties from the reactor, detector energy response,
and background uncertainties. The elements in the co-
variance matrix of the systematic component were cal-
culated as

V sys
ij =

1

N expts

Nexpts∑
(N ran

i −Nnom
i )(N ran

j −Nnom
j ), (27)

where N expts is the number of toy MC samples, N ran(nom)
i

is the random (nominal) predicted number of events
at the prompt energy bin i. Total number of events
in the random predicted spectra are normalized to the
nominal prediction. Finally, the total covariance ma-
trix was calculated by summing these two components,
V = V stat + V sys. Figure 22 shows the elements of
the correlation matrix, Vij/

√
ViiVjj , and the fractional

size of the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix,
Vii/N

pred
i , for each component. The uncertainty is dom-

inated by the reactor and the detector systematic uncer-
tainties.

A χ2 was defined to test the compatibility of the ob-
served prompt energy spectrum with the predictions,

χ2 =
∑

i,j

(N obs
i −Npred

i )(V −1)ij(N
obs
j −Npred

j ), (28)

where N obs(pred)
i is the observed(predicted) number of

events at the i-th prompt energy bin and V is the co-
variance matrix that includes all the statistical and sys-
tematic uncertainties. Figure 23a shows a comparison
of the observed near-site prompt energy spectrum with
the prediction. The predicted spectrum was normalized
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generated using only output from the active detector
segments used in these analyses. For the oscillation
analysis, similar Eν to Erec translation matrices are also
generated separately for all individual PROSPECT seg-
ments. To simplify the generation of these per-segment
matrices and address ambiguities related to true ν̄e base-
lines, only MC IBD events with prompt Srec containing the
true IBD vertex are considered. While this choice reduces
the IBDMC sample by 3% for each active detector segment
and ignores signal candidates from IBD interactions in
inactive segments, these exclusions are found to produce
negligible bias in the oscillation fit.
Figure 21 also includes an illustration of the Eν − Erec

relationship for 4.0 MeV of monoenergetic ν̄e energy,
corresponding to a vertical slice of the full detector
response matrix. This distribution is accompanied by the

true full-energy prompt positron signature expected from a
4.0 MeV neutrino as described by Eq. (3), smeared by the
5.5% photostatistics energy resolution realized in the
reconstructed IBD dataset. The added resolution smearing
contributed by positron kinetic energy loss in nonactive
materials and annihilation γ-ray energy leakage is obvious
here, and dominates the smaller photostatistics resolution
effect. A large off-diagonal contribution can be seen at low
Erec arising largely from positron kinetic energy deposition
in nonactive detector regions. A relative offset between full
and reconstructed energy peaks is also visible; this feature
is a byproduct of both a mean per-event energy loss in
nonactive materials, as well as scintillator nonlinearity
effects which categorically reduce reconstructed energies
below that of the true deposited energy.

C. IBD detection efficiency variations

The efficiency of analysis cuts in selecting IBD inter-
actions in active fiducial segments is estimated to be
30%–40% using PG4 IBD MC simulations. Some cuts
are highly efficient: requirements on prompt Erec and PSD
values, prompt-delayed time coincidence, and segment and
z prompt-delayed spatial proximity cuts each remove less
than 10% of IBD events. Delayed cluster cuts are ∼70%
efficient, largely due to IBD neutron captures on nuclei
other than 6Li. Cosmogenic and closely spaced cluster veto
cuts remove ∼12% (10%) of the total detector live time
during reactor-on (off) periods. An additional ∼25%
inefficiency is introduced by z fiducialization of each
segment. Precise quantitative demonstration of these detec-
tor-wide efficiencies is not elaborated upon further as this
quantity is not a necessary input for the spectrum or
oscillation measurements presented in this paper.
In contrast, relative variations in efficiency between

segments, and between time periods, are important for
both reported measurements, and must be characterized.
Due to edge effects and nonactive detector segments, the
efficiency of IBD detection is expected to be position-
dependent in PROSPECT. Relative efficiency variations
between segments, if not correctly characterized, can
mimic baseline-dependent ν̄e disappearance effects for
low-Δm2 scenarios. Segments with relatively high detec-
tion efficiencies also play an outsized role in determining
baseline-integrated detector energy response; thus, an
understanding of the fractional signal contribution of each
segment is a necessary input to comparing predicted and
detected 235U ν̄e spectra. Variations in detector performance
exhibited by PROSPECT also result in time-varying IBD
detection efficiency, which complicates the subtraction of
backgrounds from the IBD signal. The remainder of this
section will characterize IBD efficiency variations observed
or expected in the PROSPECT detector, and describe any
uncertainties or biases in the IBD signal associated with
these variations.

FIG. 21. Top: PROSPECT Detector response matrix describing
the relationship between true ν̄e and reconstructed energies, as
modeled by the best-fit PG4 detector simulation. The matrix is
generated using only output from the active detector segments
used in the oscillation and spectrum analyses. Bottom: PG4-
modeled Erec distribution in response to monoenergetic 4.0 MeV
ν̄e evenly distributed throughout the detector. A photostatistics-
smeared, full-energy peak from this source is also plotted; see the
text for detailed description of these distributions.
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▸ Standard approach: compare theoretical 
models to data in the “experimental” space 

▸ Adjust model to account for detector effects  

▸ Perform any high-level analyses in “Prompt” 
or “Visible” energy space 

▸ Since each experiment is unique, these spaces 
don’t line up, and often have different 
treatments of detector effects 

▸ Can’t directly compare measurements 

▸ To remove these detector effects the response 
matrix needs to be inverted (which it can’t be) 

▸ Apply regularization while inverting balancing 
noise and bias, produce a true energy spectrum  

▸ Comparisons between measurements and 
theory happen in the “true” neutrino space
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generated using only output from the active detector
segments used in these analyses. For the oscillation
analysis, similar Eν to Erec translation matrices are also
generated separately for all individual PROSPECT seg-
ments. To simplify the generation of these per-segment
matrices and address ambiguities related to true ν̄e base-
lines, only MC IBD events with prompt Srec containing the
true IBD vertex are considered. While this choice reduces
the IBDMC sample by 3% for each active detector segment
and ignores signal candidates from IBD interactions in
inactive segments, these exclusions are found to produce
negligible bias in the oscillation fit.
Figure 21 also includes an illustration of the Eν − Erec

relationship for 4.0 MeV of monoenergetic ν̄e energy,
corresponding to a vertical slice of the full detector
response matrix. This distribution is accompanied by the

true full-energy prompt positron signature expected from a
4.0 MeV neutrino as described by Eq. (3), smeared by the
5.5% photostatistics energy resolution realized in the
reconstructed IBD dataset. The added resolution smearing
contributed by positron kinetic energy loss in nonactive
materials and annihilation γ-ray energy leakage is obvious
here, and dominates the smaller photostatistics resolution
effect. A large off-diagonal contribution can be seen at low
Erec arising largely from positron kinetic energy deposition
in nonactive detector regions. A relative offset between full
and reconstructed energy peaks is also visible; this feature
is a byproduct of both a mean per-event energy loss in
nonactive materials, as well as scintillator nonlinearity
effects which categorically reduce reconstructed energies
below that of the true deposited energy.

C. IBD detection efficiency variations

The efficiency of analysis cuts in selecting IBD inter-
actions in active fiducial segments is estimated to be
30%–40% using PG4 IBD MC simulations. Some cuts
are highly efficient: requirements on prompt Erec and PSD
values, prompt-delayed time coincidence, and segment and
z prompt-delayed spatial proximity cuts each remove less
than 10% of IBD events. Delayed cluster cuts are ∼70%
efficient, largely due to IBD neutron captures on nuclei
other than 6Li. Cosmogenic and closely spaced cluster veto
cuts remove ∼12% (10%) of the total detector live time
during reactor-on (off) periods. An additional ∼25%
inefficiency is introduced by z fiducialization of each
segment. Precise quantitative demonstration of these detec-
tor-wide efficiencies is not elaborated upon further as this
quantity is not a necessary input for the spectrum or
oscillation measurements presented in this paper.
In contrast, relative variations in efficiency between

segments, and between time periods, are important for
both reported measurements, and must be characterized.
Due to edge effects and nonactive detector segments, the
efficiency of IBD detection is expected to be position-
dependent in PROSPECT. Relative efficiency variations
between segments, if not correctly characterized, can
mimic baseline-dependent ν̄e disappearance effects for
low-Δm2 scenarios. Segments with relatively high detec-
tion efficiencies also play an outsized role in determining
baseline-integrated detector energy response; thus, an
understanding of the fractional signal contribution of each
segment is a necessary input to comparing predicted and
detected 235U ν̄e spectra. Variations in detector performance
exhibited by PROSPECT also result in time-varying IBD
detection efficiency, which complicates the subtraction of
backgrounds from the IBD signal. The remainder of this
section will characterize IBD efficiency variations observed
or expected in the PROSPECT detector, and describe any
uncertainties or biases in the IBD signal associated with
these variations.

FIG. 21. Top: PROSPECT Detector response matrix describing
the relationship between true ν̄e and reconstructed energies, as
modeled by the best-fit PG4 detector simulation. The matrix is
generated using only output from the active detector segments
used in the oscillation and spectrum analyses. Bottom: PG4-
modeled Erec distribution in response to monoenergetic 4.0 MeV
ν̄e evenly distributed throughout the detector. A photostatistics-
smeared, full-energy peak from this source is also plotted; see the
text for detailed description of these distributions.
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A�������: Data unfolding is a common analysis technique used in HEP data analysis. Inspired by
the deconvolution technique in the digital signal processing, a new unfolding technique based on
the SVD technique and the well-known Wiener filter is introduced. The Wiener-SVD unfolding
approach achieves the unfolding by maximizing the signal to noise ratios in the e�ective frequency
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unfolded results are discussed.
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▸ Standard approach: compare theoretical 
models to data in the “experimental” space 

▸ Adjust model to account for detector effects  

▸ Perform any high-level analyses in “Prompt” 
or “Visible” energy space 

▸ Since each experiment is unique, these spaces 
don’t line up, and often have different 
treatments of detector effects 

▸ Can’t directly compare measurements 

▸ To remove these detector effects the response 
matrix needs to be inverted (which it can’t be) 

▸ Apply regularization while inverting balancing 
noise and bias, produce a true energy spectrum  

▸ Comparisons between measurements and 
theory happen in the “true” neutrino space
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J. Phys. G: Nucl. Part. Phys. 48 (2021) 075107 H Almazán et al

Figure 13. (Top) Measured IBD yield spectrum along with area-normalized
Huber–Mueller (HM) and summation model (SM) predictions, including reactor-
related corrections. Data error bars include statistical and systematic uncertainties.
The almost diagonal correlation matrix is displayed. The blue error band on the
HM prediction include theoretical uncertainties from [14] without the normalization
component. (Middle) Ratios to HM prediction. (Bottom) Local p-value quantifying the
signi!cance of deviations from HM for each individual 250 keV bin and for a 1.5 MeV
sliding window (6 consecutive bins).

this estimates the impact of the window of interest on the overall agreement. A local p-value
is computed from ∆χ2

W assuming 1 or 6 degrees of freedom (bottom panel of !gure 13). Two
regions reach the 2σ threshold of local p-value: an excess of events around 4.5–5 MeV and a
de!cit at the high-energy end of the spectrum. The high-energy de!cit is particularly signi!-
cant for the last energy bin (centered at 7 MeV) with more than 2.5 standard deviations with
respect to the HM prediction. As discussed in section 4, speci!c investigations indicate that
a large part of this de!cit might be due to a downward statistical "uctuation enhanced by the
PSD !t procedure.

The unfolded pure-235U IBD yield spectrum Φ̂ is shown in !gure 14. The same χ2 test as
equation (21) is performed, restricted to the analysis range [2.625 MeV, 7.125 MeV], using
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▸ Standard approach: compare theoretical 
models to data in the “experimental” space 

▸ Adjust model to account for detector effects  

▸ Perform any high-level analyses in “Prompt” 
or “Visible” energy space 

▸ Since each experiment is unique, these spaces 
don’t line up, and often have different 
treatments of detector effects 

▸ Can’t directly compare measurements 

▸ To remove these detector effects the response 
matrix needs to be inverted (which it can’t be) 

▸ Apply regularization while inverting balancing 
noise and bias, produce a true energy spectrum  

▸ Comparisons between measurements and 
theory happen in the “true” neutrino space
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J. Phys. G: Nucl. Part. Phys. 48 (2021) 075107 H Almazán et al

Figure 14. (Top) Unfolded 235U IBD spectrum along with area-normalized
Huber–Mueller (HM) and mummation model (SM) predictions. Data error bars
are taken from diagonal coef!cients of the total covariance matrix and include statistical
and systematic uncertainties. The non-trivial correlation matrix is displayed. Model
errors from [14], without the normalization component, are shown as the blue error
band for reference only. (Middle) Ratios to HM prediction. (Bottom) Local p-value
quantifying the signi!cance of deviations from HM for each individual 250 keV bin
and for a 1.5 MeV sliding window (6 consecutive bins).

the prediction M j = ΦU5
M, j and the covariance VΦ̂ in antineutrino energy. It gives an agree-

ment of χ2/ndf = 26.7/18 against the HM prediction and χ2/ndf = 20.6/18 against the SM
prediction. Here reactor-related corrections have been applied and model predictions are area-
normalized to the unfolded data spectrum. Again, theoretical uncertainties are not included.
Local signi!cances are computed as in prompt energy, for a single bin and a 1.5 MeV sliding
window. Due to non-negligible bin-to-bin correlations from the !tting framework the signi!-
cance of a single bin’s deviation rarely crosses the 1σ level. As for prompt energy, local p-value
of the 1.5 MeV sliding window however shows two regions of more signi!cant (> 2σ) devi-
ations to the HM model: around 5.5 MeV and centered at 7 MeV. The high energy de!cit,
driven mostly by the last prompt energy bin on !gure 13, spreads on several consecutive Eν

bins. This is related to correlations introduced in the spectrum by the response matrix (and the
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▸ Unfolding comes at a cost of decreased resolution and increased bin-
to-bin correlation 

▸ Regularization smooths the spectrum, severity depends on the 
uncertainties 

▸ Increased uncertainties from the unfolding process need to be 
accounted for 

▸ Comparisons between theory and measurements need to use a 
smearing filter matrix to account for reduced resolution

UNFOLDING UNCERTAINTIES AND SUBTLETIES 7

Chinese Physics C Vol. 41, No. 1 (2017) 013002

which is the multiplication of the detection efficiency of
d-th detector, which is the product of the IBD detection
efficiency of all ADs, ε0= 80.6%, the weekly multiplic-
ity cut and muon veto efficiencies (εm and εµ), and the
weekly live time. The uncertainty of NPFtotal is not de-
pendent on the antineutrino energy and only contributes
to the rate uncertainty of the generic spectrum. The rate
uncertainty is 2.0%, which is contributed from the uncer-
tainties of the efficiencies (1.93%) listed in Table 7, the
fission energy (0.2%), and the reactor power and fission
fractions (0.5%).

Fig. 28. (color online) (a) The antineutrino spec-
trum weighted by the IBD cross section. The last
bin is integrated up to 12MeV. (b) Ratio of the ex-
tracted reactor antineutrino spectrum to the Hu-
ber+Mueller prediction. The error bars of the
data points are the square-roots of the diagonal
elements of the antineutrino spectrum covariance
matrix. The solid red band represents the square-
roots of the diagonal elements of the prediction
covariance matrix, including both reactor and Hu-
ber+Mueller model uncertainties. (c) the ratio of
the spectra from the 6+8 AD periods used in this
analysis and the 6 AD period used in the previous
analysis [29].

From Eqs. (44)–(47), the normalized reactor antineu-
trino spectrum measured at the two near sites is ob-
tained. The obtained generic antineutrino spectrum is
shown in the top panel of Fig. 28. The values of the
spectrum and the covariance matrix are shown in Ta-
bles 12 and 13 in the appendix. The middle panel of
Fig. 28 is the ratio of the generic reactor antineutrino
spectrum to the prediction using the isotope spectra of

the Huber+Mueller model and the effective fission frac-
tions listed in Table 10. The bottom panel of Fig. 28
shows the ratio of the spectrum obtained in the 6+8 AD
period to that in the 6 AD period [29]. The deviation
of the ratio from one is due to the difference of fission
fractions in the two data period and the statistic fluc-
tuation. The average deficit is equal to the overall flux
deficit reported in Sec. 5. The bump in the 5–7 MeV
antineutrino energy corresponds to that in the 4–6 MeV
prompt energy in Fig. 23. The correlation matrix of the
generic spectrum is obtained from its covariance matrix,
which is calculated by both toy MC sampling method,
and standard error propagation with matrices. Figure 29
shows the correlation matrix of the generic spectrum and
its components for the energy-dependent uncertainties.

Fig. 29. (color online) Each component of the
energy-dependent uncertainties for the generic
spectrum. The inner plot shows the correlation
matrix of the generic spectrum.

7.3.2 Possible application of generic antineutrino spec-
trum

The generic antineutrino spectrum has been weighted
by the IBD cross sections. Other reactor neutrino exper-
iments not utilizing the IBD reaction can remove the
IBD weighting factor to obtain the antineutrino spec-
trum from the reactor. IBD reaction experiments could
directly use the generic spectrum to predict the antineu-
trino spectrum with IBD cross section SA in their exper-
iment. A simplified example is:

SA = Sdyb +
∑

i

(fAi
−fdybi

)Smodi
, (48)

where Sdyb is the generic spectrum from the Daya Bay,
i.e. Sgeneric(E), fdyb and fA are the effective fission frac-
tions of the Daya Bay experiment and the reactor an-
tineutrino experiment A; and Smod are the isotope an-
tineutrino spectra from models, such as ILL+Vogel, Hu-
ber+Mueller, etc. SA could then replace the isotope
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to the measurement. A clear discrepancy between the
data and the prediction near 5 MeV is observed, while
the agreement is reasonable in other energy regions. A
comparison to the Huber+Mueller model yields a χ2/dof
of 46.6/24 in the full energy range from 0.7 to 12 MeV,
corresponding to a 2.9 σ discrepancy. The ILL+Vogel
model shows a similar level of discrepancy from the data.

Fig. 22. (color online) The fractional size of
the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix,
Vii/N

pred
i , for each component in each prompt en-

ergy bin. Inset: the elements of the correlation
matrix, Vij/

√
ViiVjj for the total uncertainty.

Another compatibility test was performed with a
modified fitting algorithm. In this method, N(=number
of prompt energy bins) free-floating nuisance parameters
are introduced to the oscillation parameter fit to adjust
the normalization for each bin, as described in Ref. [65].
The compatibility was tested by evaluating

∆χ2 = χ2(standard)−χ2(N extra parameters) (29)

for N degrees of freedom. We obtained ∆χ2/N =
50.1/25, which is consistent with the results obtained
by the first method using Eq. (28).

6.3 Quantification of the local deviation

The ratio of the measured to predicted energy spectra
is shown in Fig. 23(b). The spectral discrepancy around
5 MeV prompt energy is clearly visible. Two approaches
are adopted to evaluate the significance of this discrep-
ancy. The first method evaluates the χ2 contribution of
each energy bin,

χ̃i =
N obs

i −Npred
i

|N obs
i −Npred

i |

√∑

j

χ2
ij ,

χ2
ij = (N obs

i −Npred
i )(V −1)ij(N

obs
j −Npred

j ). (30)

By definition,
∑

i χ̃
2
i is equal to the value of χ2 defined in

Eq. 28. As shown in Fig. 23(c), an enhanced contribution
is visible around 5 MeV.

In the second approach, the significance of the devia-
tion is evaluated based on the modified oscillation anal-
ysis similar to Eq. (29). Instead of allowing all the N
nuisance parameters to be free floating, only parameters
within a selected energy window are varied in the fit. The
difference between minimum χ2s before and after intro-
ducing these nuisance parameters within the selected en-
ergy window was used to evaluate the p-value of the local
variation from the predictions. The p-values with 1 MeV
sliding energy window are shown in Fig. 23(c). The local
significance for a discrepancy is greater than 4σ at the
highest point around 5 MeV. In addition, the local signif-
icance for the 2 MeV window between 4 and 6 MeV were
evaluated. We obtained a ∆χ2/N value of 37.4/8, which
corresponds to the p-value of 9.7×10−6(4.4σ). Compar-
ing with the ILL+Vogel model shows a similar level of
local discrepancy between 4 and 6 MeV.

Fig. 23. (color online) (a) Comparison of predicted
and measured prompt energy spectra. The pre-
diction is based on the Huber+Mueller model and
normalized to the number of measured events.
The error bars on the data points represent the
statistical uncertainty. The hatched and red filled
bands represent the square-root of diagonal ele-
ments of the covariance matrix (

√
(Vii)) for the

reactor related and the full systematic uncertain-
ties, respectively. (b) Ratio of the measured
prompt energy spectrum to the predicted spec-
trum (Huber+Mueller model). (c) The defined
χ2 distribution (χ̃i) of each bin (black solid curve)
and local p-values for 1 MeV energy windows (ma-
genta dashed curve). See Eq. 30 and relevant text
for the definitions.
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evaluated. We obtained a ∆χ2/N value of 37.4/8, which
corresponds to the p-value of 9.7×10−6(4.4σ). Compar-
ing with the ILL+Vogel model shows a similar level of
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Fig. 23. (color online) (a) Comparison of predicted
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diction is based on the Huber+Mueller model and
normalized to the number of measured events.
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genta dashed curve). See Eq. 30 and relevant text
for the definitions.
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▸ Combining reactor spectral measurements is non-
trivial at the moment 

▸ PROSPECT/Daya Bay and PROSPECT/STEREO are 
working on jointly unfolding their 235U 
measurements 

▸ Analysis Goals: 

1. Demonstrate consistency between 
independent results 

2. Increase statistical power, decrease systematic 
uncertainties, and produce unfolded spectra 
for community use 

▸ Discovered many subtle differences between 
analyses and experiments that stumped even the 
insiders! 

▸ Potential for a combination of all three 
experiments  to produce real “community” 
spectra for 235U and 239Pu 

JOINT ANALYSES BETWEEN EXPERIMENTS 8

17

STEREO and PROSPECT

(from M. Licciardi’s talk at Moriond 2021)
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▸ Too often data are scattered and incomplete, leaving results impossible to reproduce 
without “insider knowledge” 

▸ Combining different experiments is nearly impossible by outsiders 

▸ Example: aggregation of 235U neutrino yield by the 2011 Mention et al. paper 

▸ It should be a priority of each experiment to produce data in a format that future 
generations can use 

▸ Common format that includes detector info, data, uncertainties, experimental 
conditions, and example code 

▸ Publicly accessible and citable (via DOI or similar) 

▸ Community-developed “standard” flux and spectrum data that can be used 
directly

PRESERVING DATA FOR FUTURE SCIENTISTS 9
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HEPDATA EXAMPLE: STEREO SPECTRUM MEASUREMENT 10
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PROPOSAL: INTEGRATION INTO NNDC SIGMA 11

Antineutrino 
yield and spectrum 
could be here!
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▸ There continue to be new results from a diverse set of reactor antineutrino 
experiments 

▸ Leveraging these data we are gaining a clearer picture of the antineutrino 
yield and energy spectrum 

▸ Yield: Indications of a data/model mismatch for 235U 

▸ Spectrum: data/model mismatch for (at least) 235U and 239Pu 

▸ Enhanced sensitivity can be enabled by combining data across experiments 

▸ We need to prioritize preserving our data for future analyses, including all 
the details that don’t fit in a five page letter 

▸ Should develop a “community standard” for data archival and build an 
accessible repository of these data

OUTLOOK 12


